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TC/56/1819 

BRIDGNORTH TOWN COUNCIL 
TOWN COUNCIL MEETING 

TUESDAY 19TH FEBRUARY 2019 
 

LJ/2019 

12 February 2019 

REPORT TO TOWN COUNCILLORS 

AGENDA ITEM 13 – MARKET CHARITY STALL 

AIM  

1. To consider provision of a market stall for charity use.  

 

BACKGROUND 

 

2. The Town Council runs part of the market provision in the High Street and under the 

Town Hall. 

3. On Saturday’s, one of the pitches on the open air High Street element of the market 

is set aside for use by local charities at a reduced rate (and offers a half day rate). 

4. Recent budget discussions noted the low level of fees charged, against the 

operating costs and that the available area could generate additional income for the 

Town Council when it is looking to reduce the tax burden on residents. 

DISCUSSION/ COMMENT 

5. The charity stall offers local charities the opportunity to advertise their services/ 

wares and raises valuable income. 

6. The size of the charity stall market pitch is around 10 feet in length.  The current fees 

for the use of the charity stall market pitch are £6.60 for a day and £3.30 for half a 

day.  Annual income is circa £100.00  (Apr 18 thru Jan 19 actual total receipts are 

£89.10) 

7. The Town Council has previously supplied a gazebo for use by the charity using the 

pitch.  Use of the gazeebo has required training to be given (by a member of Staff) 

to those wishing to use it.  The gazebo previously used is considered no longer 

suitable for use; it is tired, worn and damaged.  The cost of a replacement is likely to 

be at least several hundreds of pounds (the last one cost over £1,000). 

8. The current location of the charity stall market pitch is considered to be a prime 

location and could likely be rented out commercially to generate over £900 additional 

income per year to the Council. 

9. The Charity stall is not used every week of the year and as such there is often a 

‘gap’ in the market, normally between early Autumn through to late winter. 

10. Relocating the charity stall offering to beneath the Town Hall would remove the need 

to provide a gazebo and gazebo training (and the associated indirect costs to the 

Council).  The predicted lost income from an ‘under the Town Hall’ market pitch is in 

the region of £506 (whereas with the High St pitch that figure is £966). 
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11. The cost of the pitch (£6.60 / £3.30) is unlikely to cover the basic administrative 

costs incurred by the Town Council (e.g. raising/ printing the invoices, entering the 

transaction details in to the accounts, reconciling bank statements, banking 

payments received, etc). 

FINANCIALS 

12. Letting out an open air High Street market pitch for charity use is potentially costing 

the Town Council £850+ (difference between annual income for a 10ft pitch ~ £966 

and the income from the charity stall in FY 19/20). Reallocating one of the Town Hall 

pitches in place of the open air pitches would reduce that cost (loss of potential 

income) to around £450.  

13. There has been no funding set aside to replace a gazeebo and any spend would 

need to funded out of the general reserve. 

OPTIONS 

14. Continue offering the open air High Street pitch to charity organisations; increase the 

hire fee to £20 (half or full day) and not provided a gazeebo. 

15. Continue offering the open air High Street pitch to charity organisations; increase the 

hire fee to £20 (half or full day) and purchase a new gazeebo (likely to be in excess 

of £1500. 

16. Relocate the Charity stall pitch to under the Town Hall (no gazeebo required as it is 

under cover). 

RECOMMENDATION(s) 

17. It is recommended that the Town Council RESOLVES: 

 

To set aside a single market pitch under the Town Hall for use by local charitable 

organisations (single / ad-hoc bookings) on Saturdays. 

 

AND 

 

To confirm the fee for the use of the Charity stall at £11 per week WEF 1 May 2019. 

 

Lee Jakeman 

Town Clerk 

 


